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[Intro] D  F#  G  Gm

               D
Let s take it back to where we were
             F#
With simple love and hot temperatures
     G
My friends says I m away too much
       Gm
So I grab my stuff and give it up

      D                                 F#
I m driving around the city we fell in love

But now it s not so pretty
        G
 Cause you re not here by my side
                Gm
I thought you said you d stay here  till you die

        D
But I stick to the plan, the one you demanded
        F#
It s a part of a sin, I want simple things
                G
Instead we re stuck in a parallel universe that was written just 
     Gm
for her

     D
Why did you bring me to this messed up party?
          F#
They are playing our song, and I want to go home
         G
But my ride is gonna have to stay a little bit more
            Gm
 Cause her iPhone got some white lines

D                            F#
And I could easily ask for their opinions
                           G
But they always find the worst

They always find the worst
                          Gm
 Cause they only see the worst things in us



D                            F#
And I could easily ask for their opinions
                            G
But they always find the worst

They always find the worst
                          Gm
 Cause they only see the worst things in us

( D  F#  G  Gm )

             D
Well, now I know that it s too late
                  F#
I will not think you re misbehaved   
           G 
It s a part of a system that we can t control
          Gm
And I m pretty sure they already know

                      D
That you re often around new people
                       F#
We can t keep up with, but it s not our business
            G
I don t regret a thing I ve said
        Gm
But I m afraid they forget my name

         D
But don t you dare to say I have changed
       F#
I still the same guy, depressed and high
           G                                   
I just want you to know that the time we were together
          Gm
You made me feel so good

      D                                               F#
But I understand if you never want to talk to me again
           G
Just don t pick up your phone around 10 PM
             Gm
 Cause it s probably me in my parents car again

D                            F#
And I could easily ask for their opinions
                           G
But they always find the worst

They always find the worst
                           Gm
 Cause they only see the worst things in us



D                            F#
And I could easily ask for their opinions
                          G
But they always find the worst

They always find the worst
                           Gm
 Cause they only see the worst things in us

D                            F#
And I could easily ask for their opinions
                           G
But they always find the worst

They always find the worst
                           Gm
 Cause they only see the worst things in us
D                            F#
And I could easily ask for their opinions
                          G
But they always find the worst

They always find the worst
                           Gm
 Cause they only see the worst things in us


